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STUDY OF POWERED-DESCENT TRAJECTORIES FOR MANNE_ LUNAR LANDINGS
By Floyd V. Bennett and Thomas G. Price
SUMMARY
The design powered-descent trajectory for the landing mission of the lunar
excursion module is divided into three operational phases: an initial fuel-
optimum phase, a landing-approach transition phase, and a final translation and
touchdown phase. This paper contains an analysis of the operational tradeoffs
available in these phases of the descent. Several trajectories were found that
yield satisfactory operational features which allow adequate pilot control of
the final approach and at the same time satisfy the abort and fuel economy
criteria.
INTRODUCTION
The powered descent and landing on the lunar surface from lunar orbit is
perhaps the most critical phase of the lunar-landing mission. Because of the
large effect of weight upon the booster requirements of the earth launch and
upon the payload delivered to the lunar surface, the weight of the fuel ex-
pended during powered descent and landing must be minimized. However, the crew
is expected to control a major part of the maneuver, particularly the final
landing approach. Control by the crew will logically add to the mission relia-
bility because their faculties for judging can be used to assess the suitability
of the surface for landing and their adaptive control capabilities can be
applied to provide a degree of flexibility that is impossible with an auto-
matic system. In order for the crew to be able to perform these functions
properly, such factors as the trajectory characteristics o# the landing approach,
the attitude of the spacecraft, abort considerations, and the visibility limits
of the spacecraft windows must be accommodated. Because some or all of these
factors may be in conflict with the need for minimum fuel expenditure, it is
important that the tradeoffs be well understood. The final selection of the
mission design requires an understanding of the operational aspects of the
maneuver.
Future flxed-base and free-flight piloted simulations are expected to pro-
vide a better understanding of the operational aspects of the maneuver. However,
before these simulations are undertaken an analytical examination of the
initially evident tradeoffs, coupled with a logical development of criteria to
be applied to the landing maneuver, Is thought to be an important and necessary
step.
The purpose of this paper is to present an analytical study of the complete
lunar-landlng maneuver and to examine the maneuver characteristics in the light
of assumed operational criteria.
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throttle setting, T
max
acceleration due to gravity
acceleration due to gravity at earth sea level
altitude, ft
pericynthion altitude of descent transfer, ft
initial altitude of landing-approach phase, ft
vertical descer_ rate, ft/sec
specific impulse, sec
radius of moon, ft
thrust, Ib
time, sec
T
V
V
c
W
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thrust-to-weight ratio of engine (earth weight)
velocity, ft/sec
characteristic velocity, V c = geIspln _, ft/sec
weight, ib
horizontal velocity at lunar surface, x - r+h V cos T, ft/sec
look angle to landing site with respect to vehicle thrust
axis, deg (fig. 5)
flight-path angle with respect to local horizon, deg (fig. 5)
pitch attitude with respect to local horizon, deg (fig. 5)
ratio of initial-to-final mass
out-of-plane heading angle, deg (fig. 15)
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Subscripts:
f
rain
0
t
total fuel
maximum
minimum
initial condition
condition for landing-approach transition
PHASES OF POWERED DESCENT
The powered-descent portion of the lunar-landing mission is a continuous-
thrust maneuver of several minutes duration and is initiated at or near the
pericynthion of the descent transfer orbit (fig. 1). This maneuver may logi-
cally be described in three phases: fuel-optimum descent, landing-approach
transition, and final translation and touchdown.
In the initial phase, far from the landing site, the important considera-
tion is optimum fuel performance. This fuel-optimum-descent phase is continued
to a point where a modification to the trajectory is necessary to allow the crew
to assess the approach to the landing site visually. This latter point is as
yet undefined and is subject to tradeoffs which are examined in this paper.
The second phase, landing-approach transition, succeeds the fuel-optimum-
descent phase and continues down to the initiation of the final landing approach.
It is during this second phase that the visual assessment of the landing area
is made by the crew.
The terminal phase of the descent trajectory from the end of the landing-
approach transition to touchdown is the final translation and touchdown. This
phase takes place close to the lunar surface, and because of abort consider-
ations, involves relatively low velocities and conservative attitude deviations
to translate and descend to the final touchdown point.
A sketch of the powered descent is given in figure 2.
Although the lunar-landing descent maneuver is still in the planning stage,
considerable thought has been given to determining the important operational
factors of each of the three phases. These factors are discussed in the next
section.
OPERATIONALFACTORS
The major criteria for the entire powered descent are flight safety, in
eluding abort considerations, and fuel economy. The important operational
factors for establishing these criteria are presented for each phase of flight.
Fuel-OptimumDescent
During fuel-optimum descent, primary concern is focused on fuel consump-
tion. Twofactors which influence the fuel performance most are the altitude
at initiation of this phase and the thrust level used. The thrust is assumed
to be constant for this phase.
The initial altitude should be as low as possible from the standpoint of
fuel consumption (see fig. 3). The results shownin figure 3 are based on a
calculus of variation technique reported in reference i. Also, the initial
altitude should be as low as possible in order to keep the time of flight during
which the lunar excursion module is on a surface collision course as short as
possible. However, consideration of lunar mountains which extend up to
20,000 feet (see ref. 2), and consideration of a _rgin of safety for guidance
errors put a lower constraint on the initial altitude. Thus, a good compromise
between fuel and safety requirements for the initial altitude appears to be
about 50,000 feet. Onefurther consideration on the initial altitude is the
ability of the crew to survey the landing site in the event that orbital recon-
naissance prior to the landing maneuveris desired. Here again the requirement
would be for a reasonably low altitude.
After the initial altitude has been established, the initial thrust-to-
weight ratio T/W° which yields minimumfuel consumption can also be estab-
lished from figure 3. It can be seen that the value of the fuel optimum T/W°
is about 0.7. However, consideration of the thrust level used in this phase
must also take into account the throttling capability of the engine in order
to produce the minimumthrust level desired for hover and translation. For the
present analytical study it is assumedthat the engine is operated at maximum
thrust level during this phase; however, operationally, it might be desirable
to operate slightly under this value in order to have somereserve capability
for abort situations. A satisfactory value for the minimumthrust level at
which control can be maintained during the translation phase is the thrust
level necessary to support three-fourths of the lunar weight of the lunar
excursion module at that point. Preliminary calculations indicate that the
weight of the lunar excursion modulewill be reduced by about one-half during
the powereddescent; hence, it can be seen from figure 4 that for T/W° = 0.7
(for fuel optimum) the throttle range Tmax_min is about ll to 1. However,
present state-of-the-art for engine design indicates that this range is too
high. A range of about 9 to 1 is the maximumt_at should be planned. Thus,
in order to reduce the throttle range, it is evident from figure 4 that the
ratio T/W° must be reduced. It was shownin fi&_re 3, however, that the
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fuel requirements increase with decreasing T/Wo; for T/W below 0.7, there-
o
fore, a compromise between T/W ° and throttle range must be made. From
figure 3 it can be seen that only a slight fuel penalty comes from decreasing
the T/W ° to 0.4, whereas for reductions below this level, drastic penalties
are incurred. For a T/W ° of 0.4 the throttle range is only 6.5 to 1 which
is well within the state-of-the-art capability. Hence, a value of 0.4 for
T/W ° appears to be a satisfactory compromise for this phase of the descent.
Landing-Approach Transition
The factors important to the landlng-approach-transitlon phase of the
descent are those which relate the pilot's ability to assess the general
suitability of the landing area visually and those that may cause his control-
ling task to be critical. The full extent of these problems will be known
only after operational experience is obtained from fixed-base and free-flight
piloted simulation tests. The factors known to have some importance during
this phase are the ability of the pilot to view the landing site adequately,
the time that he has for viewing the landing site, and the complexity of his
control task. The latter factor would indicate the desire to have a minimum
of required attitude changes and to have the approach velocities, particularly
rate-of-descent, such that the control problem of the pilot does not require
an undue amount of attention. On this basis, then, it is believed reasonable
to constrain the trajectory during this phase by holding the attitude and
throttle settings constant. Thus, the three parameters that will directly
influence the operational factors are (1) spacecraft attitude, (2) throttle
settings, and (5) the altitude at which this phase of the descent is initiated.
Final Translation and Touchdown
During final translation and touchdown the final selection of the landing
point is made and the landing completed. Generally speaking, this phase should
avoid radical maneuvering and should be compatible with the requirements asso-
ciated with an abort. Thus, the important operational factors for this phase
are the initial altitude, the spacecraft attitude, horizontal velocity, vertical
descent rate, and flight time. Limitations must be imposed on the spacecraft
attitude, horizontal velocity, and vertical descent rate for reasons of flight
safety and ease of control. Likewise, a limitation must be imposed on flight
time for reasons of fuel consumption. However, within these limitations it is
desired that the obtainable areas for landing be made as large as is feasible.
This phase of the descent is included primarily for completeness; hence,
no parametric study of the important factors is intended. The section entitled
Scope of Calc_lations contains limitations used in this phase.
DESIGNLANDINGSEQUENCE
The following description of the landing sequenceshould provide a better
understanding of e!em_nts of the descent maneuveras they are discussed in the
following sections.
The maneuver is initiated approximately at pericynthion altitude at a
preselected position about 200 miles from the intended landing point. A
con_bant thirst near the maximumcapability of the descent engine will be
utilized throughout this part of the trajectory. The trajectory will be
shapedby the guidance logic to follow a near-fuel-optimum path to certain
altitude, position, and velocity conditions predetermined as the desired
initial conditions for the landing-approach transition. Uponreaching the
desired conditions for the start of the landing-approach transition, the space-
craft attitude and throttle setting will be changed in accordance with pre-
selected values. Closed-loop guidance could call for somemodifications to
the preselected values but these changesare not expected to be radical.
During the landing-approach transition the pilot assesses the landing area and
continues to update this assessmentas the range is decreased. In addition,
the pilot will Judge the suitability of the landing-approach trajectory to
assure himself that the approach is safe and the guidance system is working
(a qualitative evaluation). If the pilot is dissatisfied with the approach,
he mayeither abort or take over control of the spacecraft and modify the
trajectory to a suitable one. If the predicted landing area appears generally
suitable, the pilot will continue the approach to attain the desired initial
conditions of the final translation and touchdownphase. Uponreaching the
initial condition of this final phase, the pilot must decide upon the final
landing position and control the trajectory to obtain this position within the
time allotted for the maneuver. Someflexibility for minor changes in the
landing position remain until a hover position _s reached at a low altitude
Just prior to touchdown.
SCOPEOFCALCUIATIONS
General
In an effort to keep the results of this study independent of the orbital
altitude of the commandmodule and of the type of orbital descent transfer,
the initial conditions of the powered descent were circular orbital conditions
at 50,000 feet (V = 5,483.74 ft/sec, _ = 0°). (_e choice of 50,000 feet for
the initial altitude was established in the section on Operational Factors.)
The primary effect of different transfer trajectories on the powered descent
would be only to change the magnitude of the initial velocity at 50,000 feet
and, consequently, to change the characteristic velocity required by an equal
amount. For example, for a Hohmanntransfer from the come.andmodule circular
orbit of 80 nautical miles, the initial velocity would be increased by 98 feet
per second over circular orbit speed at 50,000 feet, and an equiperiod transfer
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from the same altitude would require an initial increase in velocity of
190 feet per second. The axis system used is shown in figure 5.
Fuel-Optim_n Phase
The fuel-optimum portion of this descent is based on the calculus of
variations technique reported in reference i for two-dimensional motion, a
circular gravitational body, and a constant level of thrust. The value of
T/W o is 0.40, as established in the section on Operational Factors. The
specific impulse I of 315 seconds (considered to be a reasonable design value)
sp
is assumed throughout the descent. The final conditions for the fuel-optimum
phase are specified by the desired conditions at-the transition altitude for
the landing-approach phase.
Landing-Approach Transition
For the landing-approach phase, the three major parameters were varied in
the following manner. Three values for the transition altitude ht were
considered: h t = 5,000 feet, lO, O00 feet, and 15,000 feet. The attitude et
was varied from 9O° (vertical attltude) for best visibility to 140 ° which is
approaching the condition for the fuel-optimum descent to the surface. The
throttle setting was varied from 0.75 to as low as 0.30 (throttle setting was
1.00 for the fuel-optimum phase). The equations of motion for this phase are
_ased on the same assumptions that were used in the fuel-optimum phase.
Final Translation and Touchdown
The final translation and touchdown phase of the descent is included
primarily for completeness; hence no parametric study of the important factors
is intended. Instead, a set of numbers and limitations were chosen to be
Eenerally compatible with the task. The initial conditions for this phase are
assumed to be: altitude = 1,O00 feet; velocity = 75 ft/sec; and flight-path
angle = 0 °. Flight time is limited to a maximum of 2 minutes; attitude excur-
sions in pitch are limited to the range 60 ° to 120@; and horizontal velocity is
limited to a maximum of 75 ft/sec. The vertical descent rate is limited to a
maximum of 20 ft/sec. For purposes of standardizing the calculations, an altl-
tude profile of the required descent rates is used for all descents (fig. 6).
A minimum of 15 seconds of the allotted 2-minute flight time is allowed for
descending from the 50-foot hover point shown in figure 6. Finally, in order to
stay reasonably compatible with the abort situation the lunar excursion module
is not allowed to have motion in the direction opposite to that of the cc_mand
module; however, it is allowed to establish a heading angle _ up to 90 @ out
of the plane of motion of the command module. Alleviation of any or all of the
limitations cited herein may well be possible after experience is gained through
simulation, but at the present time these limitations are considered reasonable.
The equations of motion for this phase are based on three-dlmensional
motion, a flat gravitational body, a variable level of thrust, and a constant
spacecraft mass.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS]O_
The discussion of the powered-descent phases of a lunar-landing mission
is divided into two parts. The first part concerns{ the descent from the ini-
tial 50,O00-foot altitude down to l,O00-foot a]t]t_)d_ and includes the fuel-
optimum phase and the landing-approach-transition _hase. The second part is
concerned with the final translation and touchdo_..m_ from i, 000 feet to the
sumface.
Descent to an Altitude of l,O00 Feet
The initial conditions for this portion of the descent are circular orbit
conditions at _-0,000 feet, and the termina_ co_dlt:ions are a l, O00-foot alti-
tude and a velocity of 75 ft/sec directed along lh, horizontal.
Fuel requirements.- In discussing the res_Its of the calculations for the
design powered descent, the first consideration i's to determine the character-
istic velocity which is a measure of fuel cons_nption. For reference purposes,
a constant-thrust fuel-optimum descent (to 1,000 fi ) was calculated and found
to require a characteristic velocity of 5,627 _t_s:c. The time history of
this fuel-optimum descent is given in figure 7. The characteristic velocity
requirements for the design landing technique is rr_resented in figure 8 as a
function of the major parameters for the landing approach transition maneuver,
ht, 9t, and F. It is evident from this fig_Are that in order to attain the
value for each of the three parameters which yic id the best operational
feature, the fuel requirement would be prohibitive. For example, it was
desired to make the transition maneuver at as }_i_-.an altitude as possible in
order to provide adequate time to assess the !a_li_g area: however, for
corresponding values of F and @t' the fuel requirements increase with ht.
In a similar manner the ideal attitude for maxim_ visibility (90o or vertical)
and the ideal low value of F for establishing bw descent rates and improving
the abort situation are both very costly in fuel. These results are not too
surprising, however, since the pitch angle for the fuel-optimum case in which
the throttle is full open (F = 1.00) was found to vary from 164 ° to 154o in
the final approach (see fig. 7). Thus, since it i.s too costly in fuel to
obtain the ideal conditions, trajectories which can be obtained with only a
moderate increase in characteristic velocity over the fuel-optimum case,
200 ft/sec to 300 ft/sec, must be investigated, ff%_econditions for six such
trajectories chosen for further investigation a_ listed in table I.
Visibility.- For considering the operational problem of landing-site
visibility, time histories of the look angle I_, .defined as the angle between
the thrust attitude axis and the line of sight to the landing site, are shown
in figure 9. The landing site is assumed to be at a point 3,000 feet downrange
of the l,O00-foot-altitude point (see section on Final Translation and Touch-
down). It is apparent from figure 9 that all of these trajectories except
trajectory (a), which has a high throttle setting (F = 0.75), yield considerably
more visibility in both magnitude and time than dc_s the fuel-optimum descent
which is shown for reference. Trajectory (a) has very poor visibility up to
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only 38 seconds prior to reaching the l,OO0-foot-altitude point. Trajectory (f)
yields the best visibility of the six; however, since it has the lowest throttle
ratio (0.90) and an attitude nearest the vertical (120 °) it also requires more
fuel than the others.
Vertical descent rate.- As stated in the section on Operational Factors,
it is desirable to have a low rate of descent in order to ease the pilot's
control problem. Time histories of the vertical velocity for the six tra-
jectories are presented in figure lO. Once again, improvement over the fuel
optimum ease is found in all of these trajectories except trajectory (a). For
trajectory (a) the pitch attitude of 140 ° and the throttle setting of 0.75
combined to produce vertical descent rates higher than the fuel optimum. For
trajectories (b) to (f), considerable reductions in the vertical velocity are
realized with the greatest reductions found in trajectory (f). For comparison,
it should be mentioned that jet aircraft instrument landings have a descent
rate of about 4,000 ft/min. Trajectories (b) to (e) have a rate of about
lO0 ft/sec (or 6,000 ft/min) at a 5,000-foot altitude and for trajectory (f)
the rate is about 4,000 ft/min at 5,000 feet. However, it must be remembered
that trajectory (f) requires more fuel than the others.
Time to assess landing area.- Another operational factor to be considered
is the time available to assess the landing area. It can be seen from the time
histories of figure lO that trajectories (b) to (e) yield a slightly longer
time at low altitudes than does the fuel optimum (60 see compared to 45 sec to
descend from 5,000 ft). Again, the more expensive trajectory (f) is greatly
improved over the fuel optimum, requiring 2 minutes to descend from 5,000 feet.
Horizontal velocity.- Time histories of horizontal velocity are presented
in figure ll. This velocity for the fuel-optimum trajectory is quite high
(1,000 ft/sec at an altitude of only 5,000 feet). The operationally designed
trajectories, however, yield a substantial reduction. (For example, trajec-
tories (d) and (e) have a horizontal velocity of only 450 ft/sec at 5,000 ft.)
Thus, by reducing the horizontal velocity as well as the vertical velocity,
these descent trajectories not only make the landing safer, but also improve
initial conditions in the event that it becomes necessary for the crew to
control the lunar excursion module on the backup or abort guidance mode.
Design powered descent.- From the preceding discussion it is evident that
several trajectories meet the operational requirements set up for the design of
the powered descent. Profiles of the landing-approach-transition phase for a
few of these descents are shown in figure 12. The descents from 50,000 feet
are tabulated in tables II to V. Trajectory (a) was not included because of
poor visibility and trajectory (f) was not included because of the additional
fuel requirement. It should not be assumed that the trajectories of figure 12
are the only desirable descents, but any descents chosen should have operational
features at least as good as these while maintaining low fuel requirements.
Final Translation and Touchdown
The initial conditions for this final phase of the descent are a l,O00-foot
altitude with a velocity of 75 ft/see directed along the horizontal. Terminal
conditions are touchdownon the lunar surface with an impact velocity of
6.7 ft/sec or less.
Descent trajectories.- Based on the limitations given in the section on
Scope of Calculations, _e minimum range, nominal, and maximum range descent
trajectories were calculated. The minimum range descent is based on the
minimum range required for reducing the forward velocity to zero. The nominal
descent is based on achieving a range of about 3,000 feet for normal maneuvering.
And finally, the maximum range descent is based on holding the maximum forward
velocity for as long as possible. These descents are illustrated in figure 13.
The parameters for these descents are tabulated i_ table VI. The minimum and
maximum ranges were found to be about i,i00 feet and 6,800 feet, respectively.
The characteristic velocity for these descents is given in table V!I.
Maximum footprint.- One of the desired operational features was to obtain
a large landing area or footprint. The maxim_n la_uding footprint, subject to
the limitations given in the section on Scope of Calculations, was established
by rotating the velocity vector of 75 ft/sec to the desired direction and
holding it as long as possible. In order to rotate the velocity to the desired
direction, the th_st is applied in the directio_ 90 ° + _/2, where _ is the
desired out-of-plane _eading angle. (T_is is not an impulsive velocity change. )
For abort considerations, this out-of-plane angle Ls limited to 90° . No pilot-
i_:g errors w_l'c ass _._ d _: '.1:._ c;_!_- :!; io1_ _.:_' _]_'_ :',_tprint, hence it is
expected to be sligh! Ij :,a_'gez"tha_ an operatlo_a] ky obtainable limit (see
fig. 14). The imposed ±imitations did not restrict the out-of-plane range
appreciably, since ii,)0 feet was obtained at t_e maximt_ out-of-plane angle
of 900 . The maxim_m range, as shown previo:_sly, was 6,800 feet for the in-
plane case. _e 90o out-of-plane maneuver required the maximum characteristic
velocity, 693 ft/sec (see table VII). A three-dimensional view of the maximtEn
footprint wit1_ associated trajectories is shown in figure 15. (Only half of
the footprint is shown; it is symmetrical about l:_e forward range axis. )
CONCLUDING RE_._YX_S
An analysis o*f the_ powered-descent portion )f the landing mission of the
lunar excursion module is presented with spec;_a_ e_phasis on the compromises
imposed by various operational considerations. ]'h._design landing trajectory
_._s divided into three operational phases. _e initial phase is primarily
concerned with fuel economy; the secona phase, L!_e landing-approach transition,
emphasizes pilot control; and the final phase, the _ranslation and touchdown,
is concerned with obtaining as large a _a_dir_g a_.',_'_as possible. Flight safety,
including abort considerations, and fue_ economy are overriding criteria
throughout all phases of the descent. This design landing technique was found
to yield several trajectories with sat_s_'actory _p_rational features which
allow the pilot ad.._q_m_te control of the final aToroach and at the same time
satisfy the abort _nd Fucl economy criteria. It _-_ also shown that the out-
of-plane range capabilLity _:iu_-ingtranslation i_ _e_rly as great as the in-plane
capability.
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TABLE VI.- PARAMETERS FOR DESCENTS FROM 1,000 FEET
_0 ° < 0 < 120°; _max = 20 ft/sec_
Descent
Minimum
range
Nominal
Maximum
range
t 5
sec
0
15
27.6
52
79
98
113
0
15
52
79
99
114
0
15
52
79
103
118
ft/sec
0
20
16.5
i0
5
0
6.7
0
2O
i0
5
0
f
o. 7
0
2O
i0
5
0
6.7
X_
ft/sec
75
40.5
0
0
0
0
0
75
59
23
10
0
0
75
75
75
75
0
0
h_
ft
1,000
85O
62O
3O0
i00
5o
0
1,000
85o
3OO
i00
5o
0
1,000
85O
300
i00
5O
0
120
120
9o
9o
9o
9o
e_
deg
105
I00
94.5
94.4
9O
9O
9o
9o
iiS. 5
9o
O. 14
•20
.17
.17
.17
.15
0.13
•i_i
.17
.17
.15
0.12
.17
.17
•20
•15
TABLEVII.- CHARACTERISTICVELOCITYREQUIREMENTS
FORFINALTRANSLATIONANDTOUCHDOWN
[_nltialcon_ition_:_ =1,O00ft_V : 7_ft/seo__ :OO
-J
Out-of-plane
Type of descent V ft/sec
angle, _, deg c'
0
0
0
30
45
60
9o
minimum range
nominal
maximum range
maximum range
maximum range
maximum range
maximum range
636
621
663
674
679
684
693
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NASA-S-64-875
Command module orbit
lunar excursion module
descent transfer
Touchdown on lunar
surface
Powered descent
to surface
Figure I.- Sketch of lunar excursion module descent.
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Figure 5.- Sketch of axis system.
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Figure 6.- Profile of vertical descent rates for final translation and touchdown
phase, x = 75 ft/sec; maximum descer!t, time = 2 min.
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Figure 8.- Characteristic velocity for design powered descent. Initial conditions :
50,O00-foot circular orbit; final conditions: h = 1,000 ft, V = 75 ft/sec, 7 = 0 °
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(o) Minimum range descent
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Figure 13.- Lunar excursion module descents from 1,000 feet.
Limitations: 60 ° < e < 120°; h =-20 ftfsec.
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